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The first atomic bombs weighed about 5 tons,
but despite this were well within the capacity of a B-
29. Meanwhile the US weapons industry was
working away to make nukes smaller, and by the 50s
were light enough to be lugged aloft by a fighter jet.
For tactical nukes the downsizing continued to the
extent that a nuclear warhead could be made artillery
shell size, as long as the artillery piece was big
enough. 280mm was big enough. For the previous 50
years guns of that size were usually rail mounted, but
the WW3 scenario of stopping the expected Warsaw
Pact blitz of Western Europe would probably involve
an immediate obliteration of the rail network.  So the
railway gun idea was out of the question.

The best railway gun of the Second World
War was the German K5(E), Kanone 5 Eisenbahn, all
240 tons of it. That was a bit too much, but the M65
ended up looking like a ½ scale model of a K5(E),
while keeping the same caliber. Instead of a usual
split trail carriage, the M65 was a box beam on a
turntable. For transport the gun breech was
disconnected from the cradle and pulled out of

battery, and the carriage was picked up at each end
by a specially designed prime mover. The front prime
mover was the M249, and was conventional in
layout. The crew cab overhung the front axle, with
the engine behind that, and then a turntable with the
lifting fork. The rear truck was the M250. It had its
lifting fork at the front, then the cab, and the engine
overhung at the rear. These pair each rode on six
16.00x25 tyres, propelled along at 30 mph by 895
cubes of air cooled six cylinder petrol engine,
basically half an M48 tank engine. Each truck drank
a gallon of gas per mile, but remember a yank gallon
is about 3.8 liters so it wasn’t all that bad. The driver
of the front truck controlled throttle and brakes for

the rear truck as well, while all the driver of the
rear truck had to do was steer. Despite this the
gun still cut in considerably on turns and a few
corner houses in German villages would have
had a new window appear. Six guns were in
Germany, and another six were sent to Okinawa
to take pot shots at Chinese “fishing” boats.
Two more guns remained in the US for training
and testing.

To get the gun into action each truck
lowered its respective end to the ground. The rear
truck was detached and driven away. The winch
carried on the front truck was then used to pull the
barrel into battery, and the breech bolted to the recoil
mechanism, the front truck then departed. Fourteen
of these guns were built, and 12 went to Europe. The
Interweb has footage of one M65 test firing a live
nuke, this was where the Atomic Annie name come



from.

The kit
Renwall made Atomic Annie in 1/32 back

when cars had tailfins, and it appeared in a Revell
box in 2013. Adams (who?) also did one in 1/40,
which also appeared under various brands as Snap,
and Life-Like. Now Dragon have made the M65 in
the proper scale of 1/72, and this is a  Black Label
kit. Black Label means the bean counters have had
their way, it was rushed into production, and the
instructions bear a passing resemblance to the kit
parts. It has more short cuts, in the form of having the
gun in travelling or firing configurations, copying the
errors of Renwall and Adams. Half way along the
fork on each truck there are hydraulic jacks that hook
onto the end of the carriage and lift it. The kit parts
include 2 sets of jacks, retracted for travelling and
extended ones. The instruction show the gun
emplaced with the forks attached at either end, a
situation that never happened. The forks stayed with
each ruck and the rear had to be
out of the way first before the gun
could be run forward into battery.
With the rear fork on the carriage,
the gun could not be lowered to 0
elevation, which was necessary for
loading. A minor bit of work
meant that I could display it in
either mode. Another short cut was
the catwalks along each side of the
carriage, like running boards on a
car. For firing they would be lowered, but the kit has
them fixed. The gun also has a double folding
loading tray that folds down, just like a big gun in a
ship. This gets in the way if you want to slide the gun
tube back. Another final gripe was the pin joints for
the counterbalance system were pretty poorly made,
and needed reengineering.

Decals are plus and minus too. The plus is
that the yellow warning stripes for the front and rear
bumpers actually have holes in them, so they fit over
the towing eyes on the bumpers. This is good. The
minus is that the other decals, white star and white
serial numbers for the doors of the trucks, are on
white paper and impossible to see. The instructions,
rather than a close-up of the cab door, has the whole
combination about 5 inches long, so you can guess
how tiny and unreadable the serial numbers are.
Dragon, you can do better.  Black Label my eye.

The problem with the M65 was that it was
obsolete before it entered service. On exercises the
Bad Guys would find them before they could even
get set up or bug out. This might only take 20
minutes for a well drilled crew, but gone were the
days when gun crews had weeks to dig holes and
pour concrete, as did the Japanese at Port Arthur.
Tactical nukes could easily be carried by fighter

aircraft further than the M65 could fire them; or they
could be delivered by rockets such as the Honest
John, which was launched from a 5 ton truck. A 5 ton
truck was cheaper than a M65 assembly, and more
importantly for the crew, wouldn’t be hanging around
to fire a second shot.


